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ABSTRACT 
This paper studies the control equation x k+ r = rkA + u,tl for nonnegative matri- 
ces A, B and nonnegative vectors r,,. u,, ur,. . . . Conditions are obtained on u0 , u I, 
and B to assure that r,, x2,. . . lie in some specified cone. Bounds on u,B, u,B,. 
and x1,x2,... are also obtained. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let n > 1 be an integer and A an n X n nonnegative matrix. For a given 
ndimensional vector x0, the difference equation 
‘i+l = xiA 
is an equation which arises in Markov chains or more generally n-state 
systems. In this equation, the value of lco completely determines xi, x2,. . . . 
In [l], [2], and [3] the authors discussed how changing the entries of A can 
effect the long run behavior of the sequence xi, x2,. . . . Since these changes 
occur in the transition matrix A, these papers describe how internal changes 
in the system affect the long run outcome. 
Let m > 1 be an integer, and B be an m X n nonnegative control matrix. 
For a given nonnegative initial vector x,, and nonnegative input control 
vectors uO, ur,. . . the initial equation 
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and the general equation 
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‘i+l = riA + uiB 
determine state vectors rr, x2,. . . . Thus B and the choices of ue, ur, . . . 
constitute external changes in the system and the choices of uo, ur, . . . can, in 
some way, control the state vectors rr, rs,. . . . 
Let R be a ray with initial point at the origin. The problem of interest in 
this paper can now be described as follows. For any initial vector x0, find 
input vectors ug, ur, . . . so that the state vectors x1, x2,... are in R. When 
this occurs, the relative sizes of the components of the state vectors remain 
the same. Since perturbations of a ray yield a cone, we generalize the 
problem above to cones in general. 
RESULTS 
Let r > 1 be an integer. Let C be any r X n nonnegative range matrix 
having nonzero rows cr, . . . , cr. Without loss of generality we will assume that 
C is a stochastic matrix. Define 
I 
cone C = c = c aici where each 1yi 2 0 is a scalar 
i=l 
Throughout this paper, the matrices A, B, and C will be as described here 
and in the introduction. Also, we work only with real numbers, and the 
vector norm involved in the work is the l-norm, which we simply write as 1.1. 
Thus, if r 2 0 is an ndimensional vector and e the n-dimensional vector of 
all whose entries are l’s, then 1x1= xe’. Further, if D is a p X 9 matrix, we 
use the related matrix norm IDI = max,x,,rlxDI and the result that IDI = 
maxi(Z!-Ildikl). 
Beginning with the initial equation, we say that this equation is initially 
controllable if and only if for any r. > 0 there is a u,, >, 0 such that 
xe + u,B E cone C. Necessary and sufficient conditions for initial controllabil- 
ity follow. 
THEOREM 1. The initial equation is initially controllable if and only if 
dim(span of the rows of B and C) = n and (relative interior cone B) fl cone C 
#0. 
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Proof. Suppose that the equation is initially controllable. 
Case a: Suppose that (relative interior cone B) f~ cone C = 0 . Choose 
xa = b, + . . . + b,,,, the sum of the rows of B. Then xa + uB E 
relativeinterior B for all choices of u > 0. This contradicts the assumption 
that the equation is initially controllable. 
Case b: Suppose dim(span of the rows of B and C) < n. Let K be the 
smallest subspace containing the span of the rows of B and C. Choose xc, >, 0 
and such that xc 4 K. Since the equation is initially controllable, there is a 
u >O and a CEC such that xc,+ uB=c. But then, xa=c- uB, which 
implies that xa E K, a contradiction. 
Conversely, let x,, > 0 be given. Since dim(span of the rows of B and 
C) = n, there are vectors x, y such that 
xC+yB=r,. 
Now since (relativeinteriorcone B) n cone C # 0, there are vectors w > 0, 
z > 0 such that 
WC = .zB. 
Substitution yields that for any X > 0, 
xC+XwC+yB-AzB=x,, 
or 
(x+Xw)C=x,+(Xz-y)B. 
Now X can be chosen sufficiently large so that x + Xw > 0 and A.z - y > 0. 
Thus, setting u = Xz - y shows that the equation is initially controllable. 
All parts having been argued, the theorem follows. n 
The general equation is controllable if and only if for any xi E cone C 
there is an input vector ui such that xi+ r = xiA + uiB E cone C. To deter- 
mine when the general equation is controllable requires the following defini- 
tion. 
Define cone C - B = { c - b where c E cone C and b E cone B } . This set 
is a cone, and 
cone C - B = cone C 
[ 1 -B ’ 
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THEOREM 2. The general equation is controllable if and only if 
cone CA c cone C - B. 
Proof. Suppose the general equation is controllable. Since each element 
in cone CA can be written as CA where c E cone C, choose any c E cone C 
and thus CA E cone CA. Since the equation is controllable, there is an input 
vector u such that CA + uB E cone C. Thus, there is a vector c’ E cone C 
such that CA + uB = c’. Hence, CA = c’ - uB and thus CA E cone C - B. As 
c was arbitrarily chosen, cone CA c cone C - B. 
Conversely, suppose cone CA c cone C - B. Let c E cone C. Since 
cone CA c cone C - B, we can write CA = c’ - b, where c’ E cone C and 
b E cone B. Note that b = uB for some u > 0. Thus, CA + uB = c’. Since c 
was arbitrarily chosen. The general equation is controllable. R 
In controlling the general equation, as noted in the following lemma, the 
input vectors may need to be changed at each step. 
LEMMA 1. The generul equation is controllable with a single u > 0 if 
and only if cone CA & cone C. In this case, u may be taken to be 0. 
Proof. Of course, if cone CA G cone C the result is obvious. Thus sup- 
pose c, E cone C and c,A @ cone C. Then Xc,A P cone C for any vector 
X > 0. Thus, for any u > 0, A can be chosen sufficiently large so that no point 
of coneC is within IuBl of Xc,A. Hence (Xc,)A + uB P cone C and the 
general equation is not controllable. w 
By viewing the preceding theorem it is clear that general equations are 
not necessarily controllable. They can, however, be designed to be so. We 
thus consider the problem of, given a transition matrix A and range matrix 
C, finding a control matrix B so that the equation is controllable. 
For this, let x E R,. Define x+ = (XT ) where 
x+ = 
1 if X{fO, 
0 otherwise, 
where 0,l are in the two element Boolean algebra B,. If S c R,, define 
s+= {x+: XES}. For any sXn matrix M=(mij) define M+=(m,$) and 
Booleancone M’ = {Ci_,aim+ where rn+ is the ith row of M+, ai E B,, 
and all arithmetic is done in B, } . 
A useful result follows. 
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LEMMA 2. Zf VI,,..., m, are nonnegative vectors in R,, and M the 
matrix whose i th row i.s mi, then (cone M) + = Boolean cone M+. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions assuring the existence of a control 
matrix such that the general equation is controllable follows. 
THEOREM 3. There is a control matrix such that the general equation is 
controllable iff (cone CA)+ c (cone C)‘. 
Proof. For the direct implication, suppose that there is a control matrix 
B such that the general equation is controllable. Then for any a E cone CA 
there is a c E cone C and a b E cone B such that c = G + b. Thus c+ > G+. 
Since G was arbitrarily chosen, (cone CA)’ 2 (cone C+ ). 
Conversely, suppose (cone CA)+ G (cone’C)+. For each row ai of CA 
there is a ki E cone C such that k: > Z:. Choose a scalar Xi > 0 so that 
ki - XiZi > 0, and set bi = ki - XiZi. Now, given any a~ cone CA, write 
a = Ci=rai’Yi, where each oi > 0 is a scalar. Set b = CT,l(Lui/Xi)bi. Then 
Z+b= gaiZi+i$13(ki-hiZi)=i$I?kitconeC. 
i=l I 1 
Thus, since a was chosen arbitrarily, it follows that the equation is control- 
lable. n 
EXWPLE. Let 
A= : i and C= [O,l]. 
[ 1 
Then (cone CA)+ = {(O,O),(l,O)} and (cone C)’ = {(O,O),(O, l)}. Thus, there 
is no control matrix B which makes the corresponding general equation 
controllable. 
Note that the proof of this theorem provides a formula to compute B. 
Here the ith row of B is bi = ki - A iEi, where ki E cone C is such that 
kt > ~7: and Xi is such that ki - X&ii >, 0. As a consequence we have the 
following. 
COROLLARY 1. Given the hypotheses of Theorem 3, a control matrix B 
can be chosen so that the corresponding general equation is controllable, and 
the number of rows of B does not exceed the number of rows of CA. 
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FIG. 1. 
As a consequence of this corollary, if cone C is a ray (say C = c, a row 
vector), then the control matrix B can be chosen with exactly one row (say 
B = b, a row vector). This means that the relative sizes of the components of 
the output vectors xk + 1 can be maintained by using inputs u,b, where uk is 
a scalar, whose components also maintain the same relative sizes as dia- 
grammed in Figure 1. 
Now considering that the general equation is controllable, we consider the 
problem of obtaining a control matrix so that the general equation is 
controllable and the entries of u,B are minimal. This u,B will disturb the 
natural part of the system x,A, in x k+l = r,A + u,B, by the least amount. 
For this, consider 
c~~eC:lc-nil~ where E, is the ith row of CA, 
c-Z,>0 
and suppose the optimal solution occurs at ki. Set bi r ki - Z, and define the 
minimal control matrix B with bi as its ith row. So B is r X n. 
LEMMA 3. The minim& control matrix yields a controllable general 
equation. 
Proof. Given a E cone CA, write r?i = Ei= la iCi, where each oi 2 0. Set 
c = Cizlcxiki. Then c - Z = Ci=pi(ki - Zi) = E~=,aibi = b E cone B. So c = 
Z+b=xCA+uB,wherex=u=(a i,. . . , a,). Hence the general equation is 
controllable. n 
It should be noted that when the minimal control matrix is used, the input 
vector u can be chosen as x. Thus, given the state vector xk E cone C, we 
find uk = x by finding a solution to XC = xk. 
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To show the minimal property of i we show that, over all choices of x 
with 1x(= 1, choosing an arbitrary input vector b 2 0 is equivalent to 
choosing an input vector from cone 3. 
LEMMA 4. 
max min lb1 = max min j&l= IQ. 
lx)= 1 xCA +bb,~~cone C 1x1 = 1 xCA + I$?‘, cone C 
Proof. Let x > 0 be such that Ix) = 1. We first show that 
min 
xCA + uB E cone C 
l&l < IQ. 
IL>0 
For this, let x = (LYE, . . . , 01,) and set u = x. Then xCA + uB = &,k, E cone C. 
so 
min 
xCA + ui? E cone C 
IuBl G (XBI < 181. 
u>o 
Of course, it is obvious that 
Thus, we need only show that 
max min 
Ix I= 1 rCA +bb>Econe C 
Ibl = @I. 
For this, 
min 
xCA+bsconeC 
I4 = min Ic - &Al 
CECOIEC 
b,O c>xCA 
< i aiki - i @ii 
i=l i=l 
< i ailki -iii1 
i=l 
Q maxlk, - Gil. 
t 
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Thus, 
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Finally, to show equality, choose r = ej, the (0,l) vector with a 1 only in the 
j th position, so that maxilki - Gil occurs for the index j. Then 
min 
CECOlMZC 
(c - &Al = c mke,:Ic - ail = Ik j - ai/ = Ibjl. 
c>xCA C > ii, 
and thus equality is achieved. 0 
Using this lemma, we can now show that input size can be controlled so 
that it is no bigger than the product of the size of the state vector and the 
size of the control matrix. 
COROLLAFiY 2. The general equation is controllable by an input vector uk 
where lukEI < IBI Ixkl. 
Proof. By the lemma it follows that 
min 
rCA + ui? E cc~ne C 
luBl< @I. 
I:‘;,’ 
so 
min IulTj = min 
xCA + UB E cone C uB 
(UBI = 
U>O ~CA+M~~onsC 
r x ‘;I;,’ 
U>O 
Finally, since xk E cone C, we can write xk = XC. So IxkJ = l&l= rCe’ = xet 
= 1x1. So uk can be chosen so that lu$I =G II-31 Ixkl. W 
Assuming that the general equation is controllable, we now consider 
the problem of controlling the state size. For this, the function g(x, u) = 
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(&A + uB( is a linear function in x, u. Thus 
f(x) = min ]&A + uB] 
xCA + uB E cone C 
u>O 
is a linear program which clearly has an optimal solution. Also, using 
[3, Lemma 21, f is continuous, so 
maxf(x)= max min J&A + uB] 
l;l;,’ ‘:‘;,’ xCA + t$W$m& 
exists. We call this value ]A, B, C]. 
As shown in the lemma below, the property requiring that Ix] = 1 can be 
relaxed. 
LEMMA 5. 
]&A + uB] 
max min 
I4 
=]A,B,C]. 
x#O xCA+uB~coneC 
x>O I‘ > 0 
Proof. Choose any x z 0 where x >, 0. Then 
min 
]rCA + uB] 
&A + uB E cone C 
IL>0 
1’1 = ;CA +;;scone, 1’1 
/-k4+2+4*,c~ 
I 
U>O 
with equality holding for some x. So 
IxCA + uB( 
max min 
14 
= IA, L?, Cl. 
:;; rCA+uB~coneC 
U>O 
COROLLARY 3. For any x > 0, 
min 
xCA+uBEconeC 
]&A + uB] G ]A, B, C] 1x1 
U,O 
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So the state vector size can be controlled so that it is no larger than the 
product of the previous state vector size and IA, B, Cl. 
THEOREM 4. In the general equation, the vectors u,,, ul,. . . can be 
chosen so that 
for all i > 1. 
Proof. By Corollary 3, 
min IxCA + uBI < IA, B, Cl 1x1 for any x > 0. 
xCA+uB~coneC 
u>o 
Thus, writing xk = XC and noting that lxk/ = 1x1, it follows that uk can be 
chosen so that 
Jx,A + u,BI < IA, B, Cl Ix,J 
Thus, 
and so 
lxil< IA> ‘,Cl’lx~l forall i>l. n 
COROLLARY 4. Zf IA, B,CI G 1, then the vectors uO,ul ,... can be 
chosen so that the norms of x1, x2,. . . are nonincreasing. 
We now show that for the minimal control matrix, IA, 3, Cl can be found 
by finding the norm of a single matrix. As a prelimineary result we have the 
following. 
LEMMAS. Let c be any r x n matrix with rows in cone C and such that 
c-CAaO. LetB=C-CA. Then IA,B,CI<ICI. 
Proof. For any x > 0, u > 0, 
IxCA + &?I = IxCA + u(C- CA) I= 1(x - u)CA + ucl 
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Thus, choosing u = x, we have 
min 
xCA + uB E cone C 
(&A + uBI < Jxc( f 1x1 ICI. 
UZO 
Hence, 
max min 
+,’ xCA + d3;cone C 
IxCA + uB( < ICI 
and the result follows. n 
For the choice of c to obtain equality, define K as the matrix whose ith 
row is ki. So K is r X n. We have the following. 
THEOREM 5. Using the minimal control matrix 3 in the general equation 
we have that IA, B, Cl = IKI. 
Proof. First note that 
max min 
‘:‘r,’ xCA + UE E coneC 
IxCA + uBI = ,rn~~ 
x x 
cA +~~~OneclrCA + bl. 
U>O X>O bEcomB 
Suppose min,i+_bEDneC, bEcone~lZi+ bl occurs at &If x=(a,,...,cu,) and 
a = xCA = Gxiai, b = Caibi, then a + b = &(‘zi + bi) E cone C. So 
min 
xCA+beco_neC 
l&A + b( Q l&A + b(. 
< rnylGi + bil. 
Hence, 
max min 
1: 1;; XCA +ub;ocone C 
l&A + bl G maxlZi + biJ 
i 
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and, of course, equality holds for some i. Since bi = ki - a, we have that 
Of course, using this result, bounds on output vectors can now be 
obtained using I K I. 
Put together, the results in this paper can be used to study n-state systems 
which can be influenced by external input. It should also be noted that all 
hypotheses of results in this paper can be numerically checked by standard 
techniques. Thus the results can be directly applied to problems. 
Z would like to thank Raul Gonzales for helpful discussions on this paper. 
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